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Presentation Overview
Current Drought situation.
Impact on the Economy.
Understanding the Day Zero concept.
Municipal Water Situation.
The Western Cape response to the Drought Disaster.
Understanding the Workings of the NEMA Section 30A
Directive.
How will your development application in terms of the
NEMA EIA regulations be affected?
How will your development application in terms of the
new Land Use Management System be affected?
The Way forward – Building Resilience through
mainstreaming a “Resilience Thinking” approach.
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Dealing with Constant Change and Crisis –
What Should We Focus? & Where Do We Start?
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Current Western Cape Drought situation

When the well is dry, we learn the worth of water.
Benjamin Franklin

When there is no water, there is no life, never mind
no economy.
Anonymous

Annual Rainfall figures for Cape Town Weather Office: 1993 till current.
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WC dam levels 2016 vs 2017 (11 December 2017)

% Full This
Week (2017)

% Full Last
Year (2016)

Cape Town System Dams (Combined):
Wemmershoek, Voelvlei, Steenbras, Theewaterskloof
and Berg River Dams

33.89

52.35

Berg River Catchment

49.56

61.44

Breede River Catchment

28.99

51.16

Gouritz River Catchment

20.33

30.08

Olifants / Doorn River Catchment

30.34

81.30

Western Cape State of Dams

32.42

52.49

Dam
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Longer Term Climate Outlook – especially with regard to rainfall and water
Climate change – shift in weather patterns; more frequent severe
weather events.
Increases in temperature in many regions and resulting changes in
precipitation patterns.
Estimated that by 2050, rainfall in the Western Cape is likely to have
decreased by 30%.
More flooding events → less infiltration and recharge of ground
water.
Quality of the water resource, as impacted on by human activities,
becomes even more important.
More fires and droughts → poorer
water quality (erosion).
Western Cape Climate Change Response Strategy and Action Plan
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Impact on the Economy

Economic (and social !!) impacts of water crisis

Reduced productivity

Increase in unemployment

Delaying investment
Unplanned infrastructure investments

•
•
•
•
•

Low water supply
Uncertain water
supply
No water supply
Variable water
quality
Knock on high
costs of water

Increase in cost of inputs

Increase in prices of goods
and services for all
Food security

Decreased competitiveness
Profit loss

Closing down of businesses

Employee retrenchment

Decrease in rates & taxes

Importing products previously sourced
locally

Decline in GVA

Reputational loss as a supplier

Loss of confidence in
investing in WC

Reputational loss as a tourism
destination
Change management required for new
normal
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Business support / economic security
workstream (incl. WCG, City, GreenCape
etc.) to help understand, avoid, reduce &
respond to impacts.

Municipal water situation

Municipalities Declared = 16
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Municipalities Not Declared = 9
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Western Cape Response to Drought Disaster

Western Cape Response to Drought Disaster
Premier of the Western Cape (Premier Zille) declares the drought a provincial
disaster on 19 May 2017 in terms of section 23 of the Disaster Management
Act, 2002 (Act No. 57 of 2002).
Mayor of the City of Cape Town (Mayor De Lille) declares the drought a local
disaster in the City of Cape Town on 3 March 2017 in terms of section 55 of the
Disaster Management Act, 2002 (Act No. 57 of 2002).
DEA&DP issues NEMA Section 30 A directives to all 24 local municipalities in
the Western Cape and to the City of Cape Town during July and August 2017.
NEMA Section 30 A Directive – directs municipalities to submit plans setting
out how they will ensure emergency water supply augmentation and
manage any environmental impacts that may arise.
Currently all municipalities are at varying stages of taking the necessary steps
in terms of the NEMA Section 30 A directive to ensure emergency water
supply augmentation.
Western Cape Climate Change Response Strategy and Action Plan
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Western Cape Response to Drought Disaster
Western Cape Disaster Management Centre (WC DMC) was
activated on 6 November 2017. The activation of the WC DMC has a
variety of implications, including:
•

The ability to implement certain delegations under the Disaster Management Act related to
disaster preparedness, relief (and also recovery when it happens)

•

To effect an integrated and coordinated approach to disaster management by coordinating
and aligning various disaster preparedness, and recovery relief plans from municipalities and
District Disaster Management Centres and the Western Cape Government and key National
Departments.

•

To this effect 6 work streams, namely, City of Cape Town Disaster Response Management
Response, Water Security, Economic Sector Security, Safety and Security Risk, Humanitarian
Support and Communications have been established to coordinate and align disaster plans.

•

PDMC through the Joint Operations Committee act as a repository of and conduit for
information and early warning of risks and intelligence concerning disasters and the
management of disasters.

•

Assess the magnitude and severity or the potential magnitude and severity of the disaster.
This includes the costing of the disaster and to provide daily and weekly situation reports to
the Premier and Extended Cabinet.
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PDMC Economic Sector Security work stream goal &objectives

Goal: Reduce business risk and
build the water sector to
support water resilience in the
Western Cape economy

Increase
businesses’ own
water supply
augmentation

Reduce water
consumption

ECONOMIC
SECURITY

Prepare
businesses for
day zero
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Implemented
through 7
strategies

Build the water
sector of the
Province

Understanding the Workings of a NEMA Section
30A Directive

Workings of the NEMA Section 30 A Directive
In terms of the National Environmental Management Act, Act No. 107 of 1998, as amended (‘NEMA’)
activities have been identified (“listed activities”) for which an environmental impact assessment (‘EIA’)
process must be undertaken and an environmental authorisation obtained from the competent authority
prior to construction commencing.
Depending on the activities to be undertaken, an EIA may be required for certain drought / water supply
augmentation projects.
However, Section 30A of NEMA contains enabling provisions for dealing with emergency situations such as
droughts / water supply emergencies. NEMA Section 30A allows a competent authority, on its own
initiative or at the request of a person, to direct a person to follow an alternative process in order to carry
out a listed activity without obtaining prior environmental authorisation.
Section 30A of NEMA is therefore seen as an important enabling regulatory mechanism that facilitates and
expedites the potential responses to the current drought / water supply emergency interventions in a
particular municipal area.
The Section 30A Directives. are not issued per drought / water supply intervention project but for a range
of NEMA listed activities that are applicable to the emergency intervention projects to be implemented by
a specific Municipality
Prior to issuing of the Section 30A directive, Municipalities are required to provide a motivation and
information to the DEA&DP in terms of the broad scope and nature of the proposed drought / water
supply intervention projects which are then considered in the drafting and issuing of the NEMA Section 30A
directive/s. .
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Workings of the NEMA Section 30 A Directive
A Section 30A Directive is not a “blank cheque”.
Sound environmental management principles including the sustainability and related principles
contained in Section 2 of NEMA were considered in the drafting and issuing of the NEMA Section
30A Directive/s.
As part of the NEMA Section 30A Directive, Municipalities are required to compile and submit an
Environmental Management Programme (‘EMPr’) to DEA&DP to ensure that any potential
environmental impacts associated with such drought / water supply activities / interventions are
mitigated. In all interventions, the mitigation hierarchy must be considered.
Municipalities will also be required to report back to the DEA&DP on a continuous basis in terms of
auditing as well as a current status and detail of the proposed drought / water supply emergency
interventions.
Section 28 of NEMA is also applicable to the interventions. In the spirit of co-operative governance,
DEA&DP will be working closely with other relevant State Departments and Organs of State to
manage and monitor the implementation of the NEMA Section 30A Directives.
DEA&DP approach to Private sector interventions – is to include it under the umbrella of the
Municipal Section 30A Directive.
In this regard – private sector should engage with municipal authorities.
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Water supply interventions underway in municipalities excl.
Cape Town

Municipality

Intervention

Matzikama

Exploring & finding funding for boreholes

Beaufort West

Emergency water security – equipping 2 boreholes, 3rd underway soon. Further funding: 5 more
boreholes. Intensive comms campaign

Kannaland

New abstraction point & pipe, lining earth channel & pipe repairs underway

Knysna

Water works plant repairs – by early Dec 2017. Other projects to the value of R3.6m ongoing

Bitou

Existing groundwater project Greater Plettenberg Bay remains in progress – for drilling,
equipping of boreholes and pipelines

Drakenstein

Exploring 57 boeholes & 19 boreholes underway

Stellenbosch

Exploring & finding funding for boreholes

Bergrivier

Exploring & finding funding for boreholes

Swartland

Exploring boreholes

Saldanha Bay

Multiple boreholes options. Desalination options. Private sector augmentation additions.

Theewaterskloof

2 groundwater purification plants in progress – end October 2017. Refurbishment of existing
boreholes and link pipeline completed. Project cost R10.6m
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How will your development application in terms
of the NEMA EIA regulations be affected?

How will your development application in terms of the
NEMA EIA Regs be affected?
Currently its business as per normal with respect to EIA administration.
During the up-coming festive season the provisions as contained in our recently released circular
applies – this is a normal annual occurrence.
Obviously – times have changed – and as such – issues such as water availability / consumption /
conservation and the availability of other basic services have become very important relevant
consideration in EIA decision-making.
Municipal comment on EIA applications with respect to water availability is a very important
consideration.
Day Zero – In the event of day zero becoming a reality in the City of Cape Town – DEA&DP has an
approved Water Business Continuity Plan (BCP).
The Water BCP only makes allowance for critical staff to be at work during the duration of the Day
Zero period. Scenario similar to activity over the festive period.
This will impact on the administration of NEMA EIA applications – and will also impact on the
requirement for legislated public participation process in terms of the NEMA EIA regulations.
However, DEA&DP will communicate with all applicants / industry in this regard.
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How will your development application in terms of
the new Land Use Management System be affected?

What happens to your land use applications for the acquisition of enhanced
development rights should we hit day zero in the City of Cape Town and any other
municipality?

Municipal Land Use Planning – is an exclusive Municipal Constitutional competence – DEA&DP has no control over
this.

This question is really one which can only be answered by individual municipalities themselves.

I would submit that municipalities may have to consider taking a responsible, yet inconvenient and unpopular
approach of continuing to consider the land use rights applied for, but perhaps impose a condition that the rights
may not be taken up unless dam levels have increased to certain level or alternative water supply for the proposed
development has been secured.

The impact on the administration of municipal land use planning applications is dependant on the relevant
municipality’s Business Continuity Plan should day zero become a reality.

There will obviously be legal implications and consideration will have to investigated.
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What happens to your land use applications for the acquisition of enhanced
development rights should we hit day zero in the City of Cape Town and any other
municipality?

Delaying the implementation of approved development rights will obviously erode the SPLUMA 43(2) 5 year time
period, but it may just be possible to get around this by saying that although the rights are approved,
implementation may only occur when the dam levels have reached a certain level or if alternate water supply has
been secured and that the SPLUMA 43(2) 5 year period will commence. However, this will have to be legally
interrogated.

Most by-laws on municipal land use planning in the Western Cape provide for the “the impact of the proposed land
development on municipal engineering services” as one of the relevant considerations for the assessment of a land
use application, which could be used, perhaps in normal cases not to refuse an application in these times, but to
provide for delayed implementation.

The City of Cape Town’s land use planning by-law reads somewhat different in this regard i.e. “impact on the
external engineering services”, but it is submitted that this relevant consideration could achieve the same effect.
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The Way Forward – Building Resilience through
mainstreaming a “Resilience Thinking” approach

Way Forward – what needs to happen to avoid Insanity !!
LEARNING – or enhancing your capacity to learn.
Understand the Importance and value of the PLANNING PROCESS (Plan – Do – Learn from Doing – Adjust Do Again) – and make full use of it.
Integration and / coordination of Approach.
PARTNERSHIPS !!!!
Water (Resource) Sensitive Planning and Development is the NEW NORMAL.
Need to accept that for the Economy to WORK and grow – and for inclusive SOCIO-ECONOMIC
development to occur - we need to focus on the basics and get them right first.
NEW NORMAL is forcing us out of our COMFORT ZONES and challenging long-held world views on
development (both in Government and in the Private Sector).
International Lesson - NEED to adopt a “Resilience Thinking” approach in order to build RESILIENCE.
“Resilience Thinking” approach = Common Sense Approach – Not “Rocket Science”.
“Resilience Thinking” approach ~ Private Sector calls a “Risk Based” approach.
Important: “NEVER WASTE A GOOD CRISIS” – disaster response should enable resilience.
Thinking Fast and Slow !!!!
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Way Forward – Mainstreaming a Resilience Thinking Approach
Resilience Building – Is by its nature CONTEXT SPECIFIC – no “one size fits all”
solutions.
“Resilience Thinking” Approach – international concept that has gained
traction over the last 30 years.
“Resilience Thinking” Approach – minimal use in the South African context (both
government and private sector) – due to the perceived confidence in Business
as Usual Approach / Urgency of Delivery and the chasing of numbers / etc...
“Resilience Thinking” – is essentially a way of thinking about or an attitude
towards dealing with CONSTANT CHANGE.
Mainstreaming a “Resilience Thinking” approach promotes Resilience Building –
which contributes to SUSTAINABILITY.
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How does one apply the concept of Resilience
Simple, yet logical principles, strategies that could be employed or promoted in the
endeavour to mainstream a resilience thinking approaches into the operations of
local municipalities or any other governance or private sector institution so as to
enable them to progress in their quest for building resilience include:
-

Enhancing the Capacity to Learn.
Redundancy or Spare Capacity.
Diversity.
Self-Sufficiency and Connectedness.

Golden Threads being context specificity,
the building of partnerships or solid
relationships and Integrated or Joined-Up
Thinking / Planning and Management.

These common sense strategies or principles are not meant to be prescriptive, rather
they are meant to clarify what resilience thinking involves in various contexts.
All of these proposed principles have one specific aim, that is, to improve your
adaptive capacity in order to deal with potential change which could be sudden or
incremental in nature.
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Water-Saving: Reducing economic risks

Understand
water uses
and risks
•
•
•
•
•

Water
efficiency
interventions

Water audits
Meter and
Monitor
Water quality
requirements
(fit-for-purpose)
Set targets
Identify risks

•
•
•

Efficient processes
and behavior
Efficient fittings &
technologies
Water-wise
landscaping

Alternative
water supply

Onsite re-use
•
•
•

Greywater reuse
Process water
re-use
Water
exchange
network

•
•
•
•
•

Treated effluent
Groundwater
Rainwater/
Storm water
Desalination
Water from Air

Increasing cost and complexity
Work underway to develop & strengthen the water sector to enable above

Source: Green Cape
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Thank You

Contact Us

Anthony Barnes
Chief Director: Development Planning

Tel: 021 483 4093

Fax:

Anthony.Barnes@westerncape.gov.za
www.westerncape.gov.za
www.westerncap.gov.za

Contact Us

Karen Shippey
Chief Director: Environmental Sustainability

Tel: 021 4830776

Fax:

Karen.shippey@westerncape.gov.za
www.elsenburg.com
www.westerncap.gov.za

